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Executive Summary

A computing architecture is a framework for m,klng decisions about the
implementation of computer technology and the supporting infrastructure. Because of
the size, diversity, and amount of resources dedicated to computing at the Savannah
River Site (SRS), there must be an overall strategic plan that can be followed by the
thousands of site personnel who make decisions daily that directly affect the SPS
computing environment and impact the site's production and business systems. This
plan must address the following requirements:

• There must be SR_wide standards for _t or development of compu@mg
systems (hardware and software). New programmatic directions are increasingly
requiring that previously isolated computer systems and applications be joined
together in cooperative information systems. Without standards, this necessary
int_gration of systems with each other is, at best, difficult and, at worst,
impossible because of technological and product differences. Choosing and using
site standard computing products is also a way of reducing costs, as support
infrastructure is required for fewer products.

• The site computing _'ons must develop systems that end users find easy
to use. Users today are rarely limited to a single computer-based systen_ Each
user must learn how to manipulate multiple systems, which are often quite
different in the interface they present to the user. A movement to standards in
computer systems interfaces will greatly improve the usability, and hence the
usefulness of our systems.

• Systemsmustbeputinplacetosumm_ the_ funeeonofsite information
workers. Information workers (exempt, clerical, and a surprising number of
production personnel) find that, in spite of the continuing drive to computerize
data, it is increasingly difficult for them to locate the information they need to
perform their jobs. What is needed is a site-wide, centrally administered
"repository" of information describing site data. Thi_, data is in many different
formats including computerized databases, documents and other text-based
information, drawings, and image. This situation was quantified in a study of site
personnel in 1985 (Reference 1) and since then there have been large increases in
both personnel and data requirements at the site.

• The de_mlopen ofeomlm/_ systems must be glmm tools that automate and speed
up the develepnmnt clrtntmaation systems and appacations based on computer
technology. Many programmln_ groups on site have large backlogs of
applications which are not being developed for lack of available manpower. A
large percentage of that manpower is devoted to maintaining existing
applications and attempting to integrate systems and data from a variety of
sources together.

This document describes a proposal for a site-wide computing architecture that
addresses the above requirements. In Sllmmary, this architecture is standards.based,
data,.dr_ and " " w/_ larger_ beb_ u_/_d for the de_
of needed/nformat/on to users/n a e//ent-server m/at/onsh_p.
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A goal for SRS is to have one comprehensive computing architect_.e that is relevant for
such diverse areas of computing as systems for management control, design and
engineering, research and development, operational support, process control, office
automation, and management infc.lmation systems. This is an very ambitious
unde_g, as these _weas affect virtually ali aspects of work at the site. This initial

' effort at defining the site architecture is focused on areas most applicable to traditional
computer information systems. However, the architectural principles and directions
put forth in this document are considered applicable to all areas of computing. Future
development of the Computer Architecture, under the leadership of the site Computing
Architecture and Standards Team (CAST) and involving those most knowledgeable in
these areas, will expand the architecture to address any unique requirements of
scientific and engineering computing, process computing, and classified computing
applications.

The changes being proposed here are as much organizational and cultural as they are
technological. This architectt_xe proposal has five main points:

.t

• An SRS Computing Council will be established to set the site's policy on Computer
matters. The creation of this Council was an element of the WSRC proposal to
DOE to operate the site. This document assumes that this Council, will be created
and will sponsor the coordinating organizations described below.

• The site computing systems must be Imsmi on a set of site standards for the
_pment, purdmse, and implementation of information systems, computer
technology, and their supporting _cture_ The major emphasis of these
standards will be on the interfaces required for information systems integration.
Standards will be based wherever possible on open national and international
standards, although st_nd__rdization on domin_Antproprietary standards and on
specific products will be required to reduce the total number of computer products
supported at the site to a more manageable set and to achieve the efficiencies
possible with today's technology. This document calls for the establishment of a'
site-wide Computing Architecture and Standards Team (CABS) to develop and
manage these standards.

• Site data will be uniformly m RnAged. A high-level site-wide organization is
required to establish policy concerning the collection, storage, and dissemination
of data. Strategic site data muBt be organized into a model that describes SRS data
entities and their rele_tionships. This model will be implemented in a repository,
which is a database about databases.

• The user ot eomput_ ,_stems utilizing aninte]lige_ worksta//on _ personal
computer_g in a site_widecomputernetwork will become the cemrsl
focus of the computing _tectur_ This is not to say that large mainframe
computers and minicomputers _ be obsoleted in the future, but that larger
computer systems will provide various computing and information services
which the end user will access via the personal workstation.

• There willbe f_mAn_! changes in the ws_yscomputerapplications are
developed and implemented on the site. A major goal will be attaining the proper
mix of buying generic application software versus building custom applications.
This will require a cosUbenefit analysis of how much site operating and business
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processes can be changed so as to utilize purchased software applications.
Custom software development will be reserved for those cases where purchasing
software solutions is not practical.

When custom software must be created, developers will utilize the power of the
workstation and new computer-based tools that allow much more rapid
application development. These tools are based on emerging technologies:

- ' CASE (computer aided software engineering)
- integrated data repository
- modular programming techniques and object oriented programming

Systems (OO.PS)
- graphics_ user interface (GUI)
- client-server computing

Figtwe 1 is a pictorial sllmroary of the new arc_tecture. The four major functional
areas of computer technology, the platforms (computer hardware and operating _ -
systems), communications (networks), data, and applications are joined together via
standards, data management, the power of the intelligent workstation, and the new
technologies for application development.

3
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Implementation of the computing architecture will impact every worker at the site,
because it will put in place an environment for accomplishing increasing amounts of
routine business functions by electronic means and providing electronic access to large
volumes of data. Site management must become more aware of the potential impacts
that technical decisions regarding computing systems and applications, data, and
communications have on their operations. Adherence to site-wide directions in these
areas must be supported if total organizational productivity and quality are to be
achieved.

Thisdocumentisnot a callformajorincreasesinfundingforcomputerization
initiatives.The sitewillcontinuetospendhundredsofmillionsofdollarson computing
eachyearwithorwithouta common architectureliketheonedescribedhere.However,
adherencetoa common architectureistheway toprovidecommon directionforthis
spendingtomaximizethebenefitsofcomputingas an integralpartoffulfillingthesite's
strategicobjectivesand missionassignments.

Table1 summarizesthemajorpointsoftheSRS computing. _

Table1
Mz_r SRS Computing Arv_tecture Features

• Standard.based _lm_
• Data-driven Systems
• Wmdmmtion Orientation

• Automated Applicaticns DeveloImaent
• Relafic_l Da_ Technology
• Client/SexverTechnologies
• _.nha_'sonBuy v_ BuildforAplflicafimm
• Um,basedI)ataIZepormWToob
• Mod_ty avdObjectOriented
• Site-wideCzcrdimtingOrganizations

This document will tA updated annually to reflect changes at SRS and in computing
technologies.

J
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1 Introduction

Punx

An architecture is proposed here to serve as a unifying plan, or blueprint, for the
implementation of computer-based systems and the computing, communications, and
data'management infrastructure required to support these systems. The value of this
architecture (or any architecture) is not so much that it forecasts the emergence and
implementation of new computing technologies, but rather that it provides a framework
to ensure a consistency in the implementations of individual information systems by the
many people across the site involved in that effort. Only after such a site-wide
consistency (or at least harmony) in specific computer technologies is obtained can the
site integrate the many individual systems into a coherent whole. Achieving this
consistency may require that individual implementers of information systems forego the
perceived benefits Ofmaximum optimization of computer solutions to individual
problems so as to achieve overall computing optimization for SRS.

F, ltqlling the site mission in the decade to come will require information resource
management to be able to provide site personnel the following capabilities:

• the ability to accomplish most routine business functions electronically

• high availability and reliability of computing services

• a more powerful, intuitive, and universal interface to the end user for accessing
computing resources

• readyaccesstolargevolumesofinformation

• theabilitytointegrateinformationresourcesfrom a varietyofsources(including
differentphysicallocations,storageformats,organizationalstructures)

• more effective comm_mlcation of information for collaborative efforts

• significantly increased computational capacity

• access to information in meaningful contexts and at multiple layers of detail

• theabilitytoaccessand manipulatedatainmultipleelectronicformatsincluding
! text,graphics,images,and otherdatastorageforms

7
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Alvtecture Goab
The goals that the compv,ting architecture must support are summarized below. Each
component (strategy) oJ the site architecture satisfies one or more of these goals.
Appendix B relates the _tJrategies of Section 2 to these goals.

I. SRS computil lgresources must be more effectively utilized.

II. Applications !lindcomputer systems must be easier to use.
I

III. The development of'applications must be efficient.

IV. Site applicat_iorz must integrate into a site-wide in_,brmation system.

V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.

VI. End usersmus!tbe abletoknow what dataisavailableand have readyaccessto '_
it.

VII. Sitedatamvisthaveahighdegreeofintegrity.

VIII. The sitecomputinginfrastructuremust be robustenoughtosupportthe
currentand futuresitemissionrequirements.

Site Computing A1lfitecture Overview

The site computer architecture is a framework for putting in piace informations
systems, computer techuology, and supporting infrastructure for achieving the goals
listed above. This arcldb_cture can be summRrized as one that is s_a_wc_-base_ d_ta-

needed/nformat/on _o users/n a ¢//ent-server rdat/onsh/p,. These themes will be
stressed repeatedly in this document.

Standards will be based wherever possible on open national and international
standards, although standardization on dominant proprietary standards and on specific
p_ducts will be required to reduce the total number of computer products supported at
the site to a more manegeable set. In other words, the emphasis on standm-ds will
be two-fold: standardization on the interfaces required for information systems
integration and standardization on specific products to a more manageable set.

Site data will be uniformly managed. A high-level site-wide organization is required to
establish policy concerning the collection, storage, and dissemination of data. The
strategic site data must be organized into a model that describes SPS data entities and
their relationships. This model will be implemented in a repository, which is a database
about databases.

8
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The user of computer systems utilizing an intelligent workstation, or personal
computer, participating in a site-wide computer network will become the central focus
of the computing architecture. The user and the workstation become the client, and are
supplied information by various information servers. The major difference from today is
that the user will see the site information services as a single system via the consistency
enforced by standards and the power of the workstation.

Figure 2 below illustrates the central position of the workstation under the client-server
paradigm.

File and Print services
Site Network

Database services ]_]q J

I I

Figure 2

The Workstation is central to client-server computing.

SRS must have one comprehensive computing architecture that is relevant for such
diverse areas of computing as systems for management control, design and

, .m._ *ma.m .., m
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engineering, research and development, operational support, process control, office
automation, and management information systems. This is an very ambitious
underling, as the_e areas affect virtually ali aspects of work at the site. This initial
effort at defining the site az_hitecture is focused on areas most applicable to traditional
computer information systems. However, the architectural principles and directions
put forth in this document are considered applicable to ali areas of computing. Future
development of the Computer Architecture, under the leadership of the site Computing
Architecture and Standards Team (CAST) and involving those most knowledgeable in
these areas, will expand the architecture to address any unique requirements of
scientific and engineering computing, process computing, and classified computing
applications.

Benefits

Savings and cost avoidance due to the implementation of the computing architecture are
potentially in the millions of dollars.(Reference 1) These benefits will accrue primarily
from the improved productivity of the site's knowledge workers. Site personnel will be ,.
given increasingly more powerful and easy to use tools to find and manage the data
required for them to accomplish their jobs. The architecture will put in place the
environment for accomplishing more and more of the site's business and interactions
electronically with the resultant reduction in the "information float" period.

Another significant benefit will be the reduction in duplication of effort in building
computer systems and the expense of constructing ad hoc interfaces for computing
systems as increasing amounts of the site's computing effort is guided by common
principles and standards and an accepted strategic plan for site computing.

New site mission requirements and changing directives and regulations will require
improved computing and communications capabilities on the site. That is, new
requirements will force new ways of doing business. Increasingly the site faces
requirements for:

®more timely reporting of data and reporting of data in ever greater detail

* increasingly sophisticated and complex analyses, technical computations,
and process monito,Ang and control systems

• increased interoperability of previously separate systems "

* the ability to transfer graphical and image-based information across the site.

The site will be 'forced to go to new computing technologies to meet these requirements.
The major benefit of this architecture is that it anticipates these requirements and lays
out a strategic direction and coordinating m_hanlsms to get the site in the position to be
able to respond to new requirements in a cost effective and efficient manner.

Appendices D, E, and F present various user scenarios that describe how site personnel
will benefit from the architecture. Appendix G describes some newer technologies that
will evaluated for inclusion into the architecture as they mature.

mm

10
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A migration plan will be developed to guide the transition from the current site
environment to that which is specified in this architecture specification. This document
will take into account expected availability of technology, existing installed base, and
interdependencies among architectural components, and will include cultural and
organizational items as well as technological ones. Where this architecture document is
generally strategic in nature, the migration plan will be specific and lay out the tactical
objectives that must be met to obtain the overall strategy for site computing.

Migration plans will lay out timing of what can be accomplished towards achieving the
site architecturebased on availability of the technology and interrelationships between
components. Individual organizations will be responsible for developing their own
implementation plans based on the overall migration plan. These implementation plans
will factor in organization.ai budget, staffing, and workloads in determlr,ing
architecture implementation pace. _ --

Migration plan will be published in phases over the course of the next two years, since
the implementation path is better defined for some technologies than others.

Management Considerations

Site management must becomemore aware of the potential impacts that technic_
decisions regarding computing systems and applications, data, and communi_c_ns
have on their operations. Adherence to site-wide directions in these areas must _i ._
supported if total organizational productivity and quality are to be achieved. Likewise,
the level of redundant effort in the computer area must be reduced. Managers must also
ensure that information resources are adequate to support their organizations'
responsibilities, and that proper technical decisionsare made with regard to
information creation, dissemination, and retention.

The architecture and its capabilities will provide many opportunities for improved
businessand operational methods, but the architecture itself cannot create the change.
Initiatives must comefrom the SRS Computing Council, CAST, and the specific line
organizations. Managers and staff must evaluate how they are doing business and
make a commitment to continuously improve productivity and quality through
application of information management capabilities.

Challenges

There are several challengesto implementing this architecture. They can be grouped in
the areas of cost, redundancy of effort, resistance to change, security, technical
management difficulties, immaturity of someof the new technologiesand industry
st_ndRrds,and the overall complexity of the site. These are discussedin the body of this
document.

11
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2 Strategy Statements

For the purpose of organization, the statement of the SPS Computing Architecture is
organized into several key strategy statements ,. Strategies are grouped according to the
following categories:

Standards
Data
Platforms(systemsand workstations)
Communications
Applications

AppendixA liststhestrategystatements.

More detailedstrategystatementsfollowthatincludekeycomponentsofthestrategy,
benefitsderivedfromtheapplicationofthestrategy,and challengestobe facedin '_
implementingthe strategy.Additionaldetailsareincludedinassociatednarrative
descriptions.

12
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2.1 Strategy Statements for Standards

The use of standards reduces the total number of variables in the equation for
integrating individual systems into an enterprise-wide information system.
Furthermore, the use of standards limits the total number of computing products in use
at the site and thus concentrates resources on the support of those products which are
part of the site standards. Standards are required in ali aspects Ofbuilding a computing
infrastructure and the system development process. Requirements for standards
include"

• Hardware platforms (Computers and _ontrol equipment)

• Operating systems

• Languages (compilers,fourthgenerationlanguages,dataaccess,application
front-ends_con_,rollanguages) _ --

• Database management systems

• Data-models/datarepository

• User interface(includesprocessoperatorinterfaces)

• Communicationsnetworksand systeminterfaces

• Graphicsdisplays

• Informationformats

• System developmentmethodologies

There are two strategy statements that emphasize this direction:

$1 A site.wide standards infrastructure will be established.

$2 Where applicable, site standards will conform to international and national
standards as well as government regulations and DOE orders.

13
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Sl A site-wide standards infrastructure will be established.

Key Feattwes

Site-wide Computing Council formed to set policy and address computing priorities.

Computing Architecture and Standards Team (CAST) formed to recommend and
implement policies and establish site computing architecture and standards.

Creation of computing committees representing organizations and specialized areas of
interest.

Site-wide standards and guidelines developed for computing technologies,
methodologies, and products. _ __

Process Digital Equipment Committee to lead establishment of site standards for control
and process monitoring systems.

Engineering and Scientific Computing Committee to lead establishment of site
standards for engineering and scientific software.

Suppled

I. SI_ computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system.

Challenges

Reconciling product standardization with procurement regulations.

Cost of migrating from existing environment to one based on site architecture.

Incorporating systems imposed from the outside.

Encouraging sub-optimization on a local basis in favor of site optimization.

Maintaining an environment which encourages creativity.

14
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A site-wide Computing Council is being formed to establish site policies relative to the
procurement and use of computers at the site and to address the priority of site
computing initiatives. This organization will consist of upper management
representing each site division. It will oversee the development and implementation of
the site computing architecture.

The working arm of the Computing Council will be the Computing Architecture and
Standards Team (CAST). CAST is madeup of representatives from ali site divisions as
well as other organizations that represent communities Ofinterest i_ computing. CAST
membership will be knowledgeable in computing technologies and the use of computing
to help perform the site's mission. This body will be instrumental in developing
standards for site computing, creating the site's computing architecture, as well as
recommending computing policies to the Computing Council for consideration.

i

Currently, there are several division level computing committees and computer user ._ -
groups which come together to coordinate computing policies and programs at lower
levels. These organizations serve to provide valuable input to CAST as well as acting as
conduits for relaying proposed computing architecture, policies, and standards to site
personnel.

The Process Digital Equipment Commi_ (PDEC), a long established site body with
CAST representation, will lead the development of standards for manufacturing or
process computing control systems.

The Engineering and Scientific Computing Committee, also represented on CAST, will
lead the establishment of site standards for engineering and scientific software.

15
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Strategy

$2 Where applicable, site standards will conform to international and national
standards as well as government regulations and DOE orders.

Key Fea_

Standards designed to promote interoperability of heterogeneous systems.

Adherence to Government Open Systems Interconnect Profile (GOS1P) as required by
DOE order.

ISO and IEEE standards for local area network communications.

Use of dominant proprietary standards and specific products required where open
standards are not yet mature ....

Na

I. sps computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
IV. S. _ applications must integrate into a site-wide information system_

Challenges

Cost and effort to convert existing systems.

Lack of mature product offerings for implementation of standards.

16
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Standards will be based wherever possible on open national and international
standards, although standardization on dominant proprietary standards and on specific
products will be required to reduce the total number of computer products supported at
the site to a more manageable set. In other words, the emphasis on standards will
be two-fold: standardization on the interfaces required for information systems
integration and standardization on specific products to a more manageable set.

The primary reason for computing standards is to promote interoperability of the site
computing systems. Various international and national bodies are developing so called
"open" system standards for computing to promote non-proprietary means of achieving
this sort of interoperability. The United States Government, in general, and the DOE in
particular are supporting these standards. As these standards mature, the government
will mandate their use at government facilities.

The first such requirement from DOE is adherence to the Government Open Systems .
Interconnection Profile, or GOSIP. GOSIP requirements are based on the work of the
International Standards Organization (ISO). Today, GOSIP capabilities are immature,
but the final vision of GOSIP is to have non-proprietary standards for many aspects of
computing, particularly in the connection of heterogeneous computing systems together
into an information network.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is very active in setting
national standards for communications (IEEE 802 Loc_ Area Network Standards) and
computer operating system interfaces (Portable Operating System Interface or POSIX).
Likewise, various vendor consortia, such as the Open Systems Foundation (OSF) are
developing and promoting vendor-independent standards for many aspects of
computing.

CAST will develop site standards for the computing infrastructure and products that
encourages a movement towards more open systems by use of various non-prop:_-ietary
computing interface standards. Where there are conflicts in computing interface
standards (Often there are two or more proposed standards for each aspect of
computing.), CAST will evaluate the competing standards and choose those most
appropriate for site use.

17



2.2 Strategy Statements for Data

Data is the key component of the SRS computing architecture in that data is the most
stable component of computing as contrasted with site processes and computing
technologies. Data used at the site includes computer databases and flies, documents
and records, drawings, and images.

Strategy statements in this area are:

D1 Data will be managed as a site resource.

132 A relational database product will be implemented on the mainframe tier and
the workgroup tier. Connectivity will be established between the products.

D3 A site-wide data repository willbe implemented for the storage of information
describing site data and databases. _

1)4 Referential integrity will be imposed by the RDBMS wherever possible, instead
of by individual applications.

D5 A site-wide data administration organisation will be established.

These are described in greater detail on the following pages.

, °
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D 1 Data willbe managed asa siteresource.

KeyFeatures

Identificationofmission-essentialdata.

Establishingrobustplatforms,includingworkgroupserversas wellas central
computersystems,formission-essentialdata.

Uniformstandardsfordatacollection,storage,and interchange.

Maximum sharingofdata,Withappropriateprotectionconstraints.

I. SRS computingresourcesmust be more effectivelyutilized.
V I. End usersmust be abletoknow what dataisavailableand have readyaccesstoit.
VI I. Sitedatamust havea highdegreeofintegrity.

Challenges

Overcomingculturalbiastowardproprietarydata.

Massiveamountsofdatabeinggeneratedatthesite.

Constantlychangingrequirementf#fordata.

Greateffortrequiredtomanage dataina heavilydistributedenvironment.

19
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2.2 Strategy Statements for Data

Data is the key component of the SRS computing architecture in that data is the most "
stable component of computing as contrasted with site processes and computing
technologies. Data used at the site includes computer databases and flies, documents
and records, drawings, and images.

Strategy statements in this area are:

D1 Data will be managed as a site resource.

D2 A relational database product will be implemented on the mainframe tier and
the workgroup tier. Connectivity will be established between the products.

1}3 A site-wide data repository will be implemented for the storage of information
describing site data and databases. _

D4 Referential integrity will be imposed by the RDBM8 wherever possible, instead
of by individual applicationa.

D5 A site-wide data administration organization will be established.

These are described in greater detail on the following pages.
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D 1 Data will be managed as a site resource.

Key Features

Identification of mission-essential data.

Establishing robust platforms, including workgroup servers as well as central
computer systems, for mission-essential data.

Uniform standards for data collection, storage, and interchange.

Maximum sharing of data, With appropriate protection constraints.

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
VI. End users must be able to know what data is available and have ready access to it.
VII. Site data must have a high degree of integrity.

Challenges

Overcoming cultural bias toward proprietary data.

Massive amounts of data being generated at the site.

Constantly changing requirements for data.

Great effort required to manage data in a heavily distributed environment.

19
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Descrb  m
Data will be increasingly viewed as site resource that will be shared as needed.
Data viewed as essential to carrying out the site mission will be identified (See
Strategy DS.) Distributed access to data will become more common as client-server
and peer-to-peer technologies mature. Whenever possible, mission-essential data
will be stored on platforms accessible by other users. Shared data will be migrated
to either the Central Computer Facility (CCF) or to workgroup servers. These
systems will be managed in a production fashion according to site guidelines.

Personal computers (other than those used as workgroup database servers) will
be used only for single-user, limited-scope databases. The database packages
selected for personal computer databases should provide for connectivity with,
and migration to, larger supported environments such as workgroup or CCF
databases. (See Strategy D2.) They must be sufficiently easy to use that end-users
can create their own applications and databases.

Guidelines for the management of systems supporting shared databases will be
developed to ensure these systems and data are managed in a unii'orm fashion
and that they provide, as a minimum:

* adequate capacity for the retention of large quantifies of data, where
required

* high throughput and rapid response time whether providing data to users
or to other sysl_ms

* high physical data integrity and system availability

* data conformance to site standards
- naming conventions for entities and attributes
- custodian specified for each data element
- data elements defined through textual description
- ,requiredupdatefrequenciesdefined '

* enforcement of referential integrity and security
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SWategy

D2 A relational database product will be implemented on the mainframe tier and
the workgroup tier. Connectivity. willbe established between the products.

Key Fea

Transition of mainframe data and applications to a relational environment.

Standardization on a single workgroup relational database management system
(RDBMS) product.

SQL databaseaccesslanguage.

Linkageofworkgroupand mainframedatabases.

Transition(oraugmentation)ofrelationaldatabasesystemstosupportobjectoriented '_
programming.

I. SRS computingresourcesmust bemore effectivelyutilized.
II. Applicationsand computersystemsmust be easiertouse.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system.
V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.
V I. End users must be able to know what data is available and have ready access to it.
VII. Site data must have a high degree of integrity.

Challenges

Great diversity in database management systems in use on site.

Need for coexistence of existing systems and databases with new RDBMS's during
transition.

CostinconvertingexistingsystemstostandardRDBMS's.

Greaterutilizationdemands placedon computersystemsby relationaldatabases.

21
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Description

Depending on its origin and use, mission-essential data will be stored on the
Central Computer Facility computers or on computers dedicated to or controlled
hy a single workgroup. (A workgroup can be as small as several people and as
large as a whole division.) Databases, whether on the CCF or on a workgroup
computer, will increasingly use relational database technology.

The strategy for storing data on workgroup computers is to decouple the database
management system (DBMS) selection from the hardware and operating system
selection by using a single relational DBMS product (RDBMS) which will execute
on multiple platform types. This allows the site to take advantage of emerging
computer technologies with improved price/performance characteristics while
preserving the existing database investment.

The relational database management system for the workgroup tier must also
fullysupportaccessviatheStructuredQueryLanguage(SQL)standard,must be _
suitablefordevelopingsoftwareon one hardware/operatingsystemand rtmnlng
iton another,and must providefortransparentdataexchangebetween
workstations,servers,and the.existingIBM mainframeRDBMS, DB2.
Increasingly,applicationsdevelopedon theIBM mainframewilluse DB2 instead
ofbeingbasedon non-relationalDBMS:

The sitenetworkwillconnectthestandardworkgroupRDBMS systemstoeach
otherand toDB2. Sitestandardsforopennetworkprotocols(TCP/IPandOSI) will
provide the transport to link the database systems together.

CAST will evaluate various RDBMS and choose via an open, competitive procurement
processa productthatmeetstherequirementslistedabovetobethesitestandard
workgroupRDBMS.

When the future standard, Remote Data Access (RDA), for the interoperability of
multiple RDBMS matures, this standard will be adopted at SRS. This will lessen the

• need for standardization on a single RDBMS.

Object Oriented Databases (OODB) are just now becoming available for use. It is
expected that relational database products will be extended in the future to give them
capabilities to support Object Oriented Programming Systems (OOPS - See strategy A4).
In any event, as object oriented programming moves into the mainstream of site
application development, site standards will be required for application development
tools and supporting databases that supports the concepts associated with OOPS.

.mm u.-
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D3 A site-widedatarepositorywillbe implementedforthestorageofinformation
desCribingsitedataand databases.

)

KeyFea

Consolidationofmeta-datastoredinindependentdatadictionaries.

Accessibleby allCASE and DBMS products.

Implementssitedatamodel.

 Suplxffi*

III. The development of applications must be efficient.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide system.
V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.
V I. End users must be able to know what data is available and have ready access to

it.

Chanelg

Large and diverse amounts of dat_ in use at site.

Lack of availability of single product suitable to implement ali repository goals.
i

Connectivitywithrelateddatabaseand applicationsproducts.
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A repository is defined as any databasv which stores data definitions, code, program
design and/or specification objects used in the analysis, design, and generation of
application systems.

A da_a repository containing data describing site mission-essential data will be
developed so that information workers can easily locate desired data and multiple
applications and databases can be interrelated without redundant or
contradictory data. Mission-essential data will be modeled, with entity, attribute,
and relationship meta data (data which describes data) being loaded into the
repository.

Automated application design and development tools will be integrated with this
data repositOry, which will facilitate rapid systems application development.
Mechanisms for populating data dictionaries used by other database products
from the centraldatarepositOry will be developed as required. _ --
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D4 Referential integrity will be imposed by the RDBMS wherever possible, instead
of by individual applications.

i

Key Fea_

Provides consistent implementation of integrity rules across applications.

Derived from rules stored in repository.

c,catsSupported
VI I. Site data must have a high degree of integrity.

Chanenges ,.

Implementation in a distributed database environment.

Requires matm_ repository implementation for consistency.

Inconsistent levels of integrity for existing data.
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Descrtptkm

Ali data has business rules associated with it. These rules describe the range of
values acceptable for the various data entities and the relationships of the data
entities to each other. Development and documentation of these rules is part of the
process of modelling data. A site data repository is the ideal place to store these
rules.

Maintaining data integrity (Ali stored data is correct, and ali necessary data is
stored.) is essential for any database. This integrity may be enforced by rules
coded in individual applications (programs) or by the capabilitJ.es of the database
management system itself. If rules are enforced in each application, there is no
guarantee that they are implemented correctly, or at all, since different
organizations accessing data may not be aware of, or care about, ali of the
integrity rules.

If rules are enforced by the database, development effort is reduced since application _ "
programmers don't have to define and code ali the rules. Maintenance effort is also
reduced since there is only one copy in one location to be modified. Database-enforced
rules are better suited to the client-server model since the rules reside only in the
distributed database servers or in the central repository. Central storage also permits
better security enforcement.

lill
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Strategy

D5 A site-wide data administration organization will be established.

Key Features

Data Administration Steering Committee with division-level representation to provide
senior management oversight of data policies.

Working-level Data Administration Coordination Group to coordinate implementation
of data policies.

Supported

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized. .L
V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.
V II. Site data must have a high degree of integrity.

Challenges

Overcoming cultural bias toward proprietary data.

Massive amounts of data being generated at the site.

Constan,tly changing requirements for data.
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A senior management Data Administration Steering Committee with division-
level representatives is proposed to provide senior management oversight of the
adequacy and consistency of data administration practices throughout SRS. The
Steering Committee will be responsible for.

• Setting the data administration policy for SRS.

• Resolvingmajorinterdivisionalissuesassociatedwithdataadministration
practicesatSRS.

• Resolvingissuesofprioritiesinthededicationofresourcestosupportdata
administrationobjectives.

A Data AdministrationCoordinationGroupwillbe responsibleforensuring
consistent application of data administration practice within SRS. _
Responsibilities of this group include:

• Preparation and maintenance of an SRS Data Administration Plan, as well
as the coordination of its implementation.

• Identification of data which should be controlled as corporate data.

• Objectiveorganizationofdatafroma site-optimalvs.division-optimal
perspective.

• Preparation of data standards, naming conventions, protection guidelines.

• Preparationofcompany-levelpoliciesand proceduresfordata
administration.

• Maintenanceofsite-widedatamodels,repository,and dictionaries.

• Reviewoflogicaldatabasedesigns,includingaddition,deletion,or
modificationofentities,attributes,and/orrelationships.

• Assignment of custodial responsibilities for data elements to appropriate
organizations.

• Review of tools and methodologies to be used in data administration.

• Consultation on the data admlrilstration discipline and assistance in data
administration-related activities as assigned or requested.

• Initiating audits of systems for adherence to data administration
guidelines.
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Divisional Data ,Teams, composed of persons knowledgeable about the business areas
specific _o a division, will be responsible for interfacing between those business functions
and the Data Administration Coordination Group. This responsibility includes:

® Specification of data requirements necessary to support the business, including
data elem_mts, relationships, retention, validation, etc.

* Assessment of custodian efficacy (for example, data integrity and timeliness)

• Determination that the value of data exceeds the cost of collecting and
maintaining the data.

mm_m
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2.3 Strategy Statements for Platforms

There are thousands of computer systems in use at the site. These range in size from
the ubiquitous personal computer found on the desk top of nearly every SRS
"information worker" (that is, managers, professionals, and clerical staff) to the site
mainframe computers, which are dedicated to providing the major computational and
data processing resources for the site. The explosive growth in the number and use of
systems at the site has paralleled the computer industry growth of the last decade.
These systems have been used on the site to proVide significant capabilities in
controlling our reactors and processes, providing theoretical and engineering
calculations, running the business functions of SRS, and managing tremendous
amounts of information.

Strategy statements in this area are:

P1 System acquisitions will be based on site standards and guidelines.

P2 Systems and workstations will be closely integrated into the site computer
network with supporting services.

P3 Robust mission-essenti_ computing and process control facilities will be
maintained.

P4 There will be a hierarchy of shared data storage capabilities provid_ for the
site.

These are described in more detail on the following pages.
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Strategy

P 1 System acquisitions will be based on site standards and guidelines.

Key Features

Open systems encouraged by site standards.

Increasing use of the UNIX operating system.

Acceptance of multiple standards for personal workstations.

Identification and implementation of standard mechanisms for linking heterogeneous
systems together at the application and database levels.

Site standards for system services that promote interoperability ......

Site standards for process control and monitoring systems.

GoSupp

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
I II. The development of applications must be efficient.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system.

Challenges

Large numbers of older, proprietary computer systems in use at the site.
q

Competition by vendors and standards organizations to set standards.

Continuing requirements for the use of proprietary systems based on external or
internal programmatic needs.
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Description

The procurement of computer systems and workstations will conform to standards
established under the CAST. PDEC will be responsible for establishing standards for
process control and monitoring systems. ESCC will lead in the scientific/engineering
area. Each organization will promote standards that provide for "open systems", that is
systems that provide for data sharing and application interoperability in a
heterogeneous environment and which provide for increasing portability of applications
across multiple platforms. Deviations from site standards, where there are compelling
justifications, will be allowed, but the planning for the implementation of non-standard
solutions must include proposals for the integration of the proposed system into the site
information network.

Open systems, in a broad interpretation, are those that conform to international,
national, and industry standards. A vendor consortium, supported by the site's major
computer vendors, the Open Systems Foundation (OSF) is setting standards for
intervendor operability. OSF's focus is on standardizing UNIX, but the impact of its _
work goes far beyond UNIX. Today, there are standards for data communications
protocols (See the section of this document on Data Communication), user interfaces
(e.g. OSF's Motif), operating system services (POSIX), compilers, database access
languages (SQL), distributed computing interfaces (OSF's DCE), and compound
documents formats (ODIF). There will always be competitive cost and performance
issues which separate vendors. But if the majority of our systems conform to a wide
range of open standards, the problems of interfacing systems and migration of
applications between platforms will be minimized.

Future site standards for computer systems and personal workstations will be developed
with consideration given to the large existing installed base. Key computers and
operating systems in the current environment that must be supported by the site
architecture are:

Computer OperatingSym

IBM mainframe MVS
DEC VAX minicomputer VMS, ULTRIX (UNIX)
Cray UNIX
IBM Personal System/2 (and compatibles) MS-DOS, OS/2, UNIX
Apple Macintosh Mac OS, AUX (UNIX)
Scientific/Engineering workstations UNIX

As noted above, the UNIX operating system is becoming a strategic open system,
implemented on computers of all types and with increasing commitment by the vendors
to the standards listed above. However, operating systems other than UNIX will
continue on the site with increasing openness as they conform to the open system
standards. Site standards will increasingly favor open standards over vendor-specific
ones. Standards for personal computer software will favor packages that exist for both
the IBM Personal System/2 family and the Apple Macintosh systems.
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Strategy

P2 Systems and workstations will be closely integrated into the site computer
network with supporting services.

Key Features

High performance LAN interfaces for personal workstations,

Establishment of file, printer, and database servers at the workgroup level.

Site standards for workstation communication capabilities and supporting services.

Transition to workstation-based office information systems.

Increasing use of computers and data communications facilities in the conduct of
routine site business functions. '_

_Suppcr_t

I, sRs computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
II. Applications and computer systems must be easier to use.
III. The development of applications must be efficient.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide system.

Challenges

Great numbers and diversity of systems in use at site.

Costs of upgrading workstations and supporting infrastructure.

Cultural orientation to paper-based systems.
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The days of "stand-alone" (unclassified) computer systems are nearing an end. Each
system, from the smallest desk top computer to the site mainframe computers, will
attach to the site network. These attachments will be via relatively high speed local area
network (LAN) links. Advantages of this architecture are:

• Required for client-server applications and image-based applications.

• High speed data transfers between workstations and host computers.

• Promotes "groupware", software that empowers workgroups or project teams
with tools for work sharing information exchange and office information systems.

• Promotes standards on the desk top systems.

• Gives access to workstations to "Archive Servers" for data backups. _

PC LAN standards that support beth IBM and Apple systems will be implemented for
greater resource and information sharing between the users of these machines.

A major component of the architecture is the concept of client-server interactions for the
distribution and presentation of information. Clients are agents that perform tasks on
behalf of the user, mediating between the user and the hardware/sol, ware system.
Servers are 'objects called upon by clients to do one or more specialized functions to
complete a task. Functions can be as varied as performing a complex computation,
returning results of a database search, or providing file and print facilities for the client.

Client-server applications provide, above all, a consistency in application interfaces for
the user of a workstation resulting in overall ease of use and minimlzirlg training and
support requirements. The implications of a client-server architecture for platforms are
the following:

• Workstations must attach directly to the LAN.

• Workstations must be relatively powerful. Older personal computers (e.g. IBM
PC/XT and PC/AT, Macintosh Plus) must be replaced by more powerful systems.

• "Host" computers will evolve into information and resource servers in addition to
their traditional roles as platforms for transaction processing, business
reporting, and scientific and engineering calculations.

• Consistency across the site will be provided by standards for graphical user
interfaces on the workstations and data access and communications protocols on
the workstations and the servers.

• Security procedures on the servers must evolve from today's traditional
interactive login security to network-wide authentication via standard security
protocols.
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Strategy
g

P3 Robust mission-essential computing and process control facilities will be
maintained.

Key Fea_

Resource utilization forecasting to schedule new systems and equipment upgrades to be
available when required to support the site mission.

Disaster recovery plans for central computer facility and other systems essential for site
operations.

Establishment of policies to keep hardware and system sot_ware on designated systems
at levels supported by the vendor.

Process control and monitoring systems to meet prudent as well as required levels of '*
redundancy and fail-safe operation.

Supp
V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.
VI II. The site computing infrastructure must be robust enough to support the

current and future site mission requirements.

Challenges

Difficulties in accurately forecasting computing needs in a time frame consistent with
major ADP equipment procurements.

Disaster recovery plans will require some duplication of equipment, facilities, and
services, which must be funded.
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As site requirements for computing (transactions and reports in management
information systems, data storage, scientific and engineering calculations, and process
monitoring and control) continue to grow, it is critical that the required computing
resources be developed and maintained. Large computers require relatively long lead
times to procure. This makes correct and timely identification of the needs for computer
resources to support the site mission especially important.

Certain computing functions are so critical to the operations of the site that their loss
due to some disaster must be considered in site planning and recovery options planned
in advance. In some cases the functions are so critical that separate, duplicate facilities
will be required to continue operations in the event of a disaster that takes down the
primary facility, in other cases, standby facilities can be established at other DOE sites
or commercial facilities that specialize in providing disaster recovery alternatives.

Various regulations, orders, and rules require disaster recovery and planning and _ --
define levels of redundancy required for critical systems. It is important that this
planning be incorporated into the budgetary process to insure that adequate funding is
established in support of the disaster planning.

One danger in a period of budget austerity is that our computer systems become so
obsolete as to no longer be supported by the equipment or software manufacturer.
Without this support maintenance and modifications of the systems becomes difficult
and expensive.
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SWategy

P4 There will be a hierarchy of shared data storage capabilities provided for the
site.

Key Features

Personal, workgroup, and central data stores.

Shared facilities for cost efficiendes.

Suffident facilities to provide data backup for ali platforms.

Data migration from fas_,_st (most expensive) storage to slowest (least expensive).

Ready access from site standard systems to shared storage. _ __

Go_S__ted

V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.
VIII. The site computing infrastructure must be robust enough to support the

current and future site mission requirements.

Challenges

', ReconciliationofcurrentUCNI dataaccessrequirementswith sharedcomputer

storage.
Obtainingadequatefundingforsharedstorageofallthedatathesitemay be requiredto

- archive.
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The Central Computer Facility (CCF) and other large computer systems on site will
evolve into information and resource servers for client computers, predomlnnntly
personal computers, but also engineering workstations and other large systems. One of
the major services that the CCF is uniquely able to provide is that of site-wide "storage
server". Regulatory requirements as well as DOE orders and site QA rules are requiring
increasing amounts of long term data storage. Much of this data will be centralized in
the CCF for the benefits of economies of scale. The CCF will provide a variety of data
storage capabilities. For data requiring fast access (i.e. database applications) fast disk
drives will be increasingly supplemented by expanded memory storage and solid state
"disk drives". For data that must be on line but is infrequently accessed, read-write
optical disks with large "jukebox" arrays are possible. For archived data, read-only
optical disk can be used. Finally, long term archived data will continue to go to off line
storage with digital tape providing increasing storage capabilities over traditional
computer magnetic tape.

. .
.z.

System and network procedures will be developed to facilitate the movement of data from
the individual workstations _ the central archives. This will provide automated,
unattended backup of each user's workstation to guard against data loss. Development
work in the area of providing data retrieval capabilities is required so that data that is
archived can be readily found and accessed when required.

Other systems across the site will provide similar storage capabilities for storing data at
the workgroup level.
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2.4 Strategy Statements for Communications

Data communications (computer networks) provide the capability to link data,
applications, workstations, and systems into a comprehensive site information system.
This has been an area of explosive growth over the last decade, both in site
implementations and technology advances. By the end of 1990 the site computer network
consisted of over 400 host computer _ystems and over 10,000 workstations.

The following are the strategy statements for Data Communications:

C1 Data communications services and products will be based on standards.

C2 The site network will be composed of robust LAN trunks and inter-area
(facility) links.

C,3 Workstations and host computers will connect directly to the site LAN.

Descriptions of these strategies follow.
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Strategy

C 1 Data communications services and products will be based on standards.

Key Features

Phase out of proprietary communications protocols in favor of open protocols (TCP/IP
and OSI)

Development of a network operations and management infrastructure to support open
protocols.

Rework of SRS network backbone to establish separate area networks with
communications based on high performance routing of data between areas.

Establishment o_ site standards for communications products for personal .. _
workstations, control systems, and host computer systems.

Development of network-based security features based on industry standards.

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system.
VI I I. The site computing infrastructure must be robust enough to support the

current and future site mission requirements.

Chanenges

Cost to convert from large number of proprietary communications protocols and
products in use at the site.

Management of communications protocols in thousands of individual workstations

Effective use of mandated communications standards which are technically immature.
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The site computer architecture depends on the establishment and enforcement of
standards as a way of simplifying the site computer environment so that the integration
of the various components into a cohesive whole is even possible. Data communications
protocols have been a subject for national and international standardization for some
years now so that site standards ca_ be based on standards declared by government
bodies and supported by the vendors. As the technology changes, new standards will
emerge so that it is important that a site-wide standards setting body be created and
remain active. Current and near term future standards include:

TCP/IP

In the short term (1-5 years) and before Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
protocol implementations are mature, the dominant protocol for interconnection
of heterogeneous systems will be TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol /
Internetwork Protocol). This set of protocols, created for a major Department of _ -
Defense and research community wide area network, called the Research
Internetwork, is currently well supported on ali major workstation and host
computer environments. Importantly, many distributed database applications
will be built upon TCP/IP protocols. Computer vendors are developing products
that will allow TCP/IP to coexist with OSI and facilitate the eventual replacement
of TCP/IP with OSI protocols.

osI (GOSIP)

GOS_P stands for the Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile. It is the
federal government's requirement for specifying Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) communications protocols for computer procurements. OSI protocols are
emerging as a vendor-independent set of computer communications protocols.
Products to meet the OSI standard are just now emerging. GOSIP represents the
government's view of which protocols within OSI are mature enough to be
required in computer procurements. Each year the number and level of OSI
protocols and applications will increase. Government procurements of computer
systems with file transfer or electronic messaging capability must specify the
appropriate GOSIP protocols be made available.

Over the next 5-10 years OSI protocols will become the dorni,Ant comm,nications
protocol suite on the site network. Ali our major computer vendors are committed
to support them; those that don't will be unable to win procurements at the site.

Pmtocok

The many proprietary protocols in use at the site today will be gradually phased
out in favor of open protocols. Major proprietary protocols in use at the site today
include SNA (IBM mainframes), DECnet (DEC minicomputers and
workstations), AppleTalk (Apple Macintosh systems), and IPX (Novell Netware
personal computer LAN's).
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The diagram below shows the emergence of OSI as the dominant site protocol over
the next decade as DECnet and TCP/IP are replaced by OSI and OSI/SNA
coexistence is provided by IBM. Note that the protocol set to be supported in the
future will be much smaller than today.

Netware (IPX/SPX)

TCP/lP

DECnet

OSI

1990 1998

Figure 3

Proprietary Protocols Convergence on OSI Protocols

OSI protocols and GOSIP requirements are discussed in detail in Reference 2.

Site LAN's will conform GOSIP requirements at the physical and link levels of the OSI
model. Today most site LAN's are Ethernet (IEEE 802.3). Token Ring LAN°s (IEEE
802.5) will be supported for interoperability with the IBM CCF.

In the process area, the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP), or IEEE 802.4, will
be investigated for suitability as a site standard. In the future Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI) LAN's will be used to improve the basic throughput capabilities of the
site network. Each of these four LAN types is compliant with the GOSEP standard.
_u
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Sategy

C 2 The site network will be composed of robust LAN trunks and inter-area
(facility) links.

Key Feattwes

Heavy reliance on fiber optic technology for data communication, including
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) local area networks and interarea fiber links.

Dedicated facilities for process control LAN's.

Proactive network monitoring and management.

High-speed connections to WSRC/BSRI off-site locations.

Enhanced disaster recovery capabilities.

Supported

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system.
VI II. The site computing infrastructure must be robust enough to support the

current and future site mission requirements.

Challenges

High capital cost for major network upgrades.

Complexity introduced by dispersed geographical nature of SPS facilities.

Lack of comprehensive and effective network management tools.

Demands for data by applications growing faster than capabilities of communications
technologies.
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As site information applications become increasingly dependent on the site LAN, it will
be upgraded to provide the necessary throughput and reliability. This upgrade will
consist of Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) LAN's in major site areas and high
speed interarea links based on fiber optic technology. FDDI supports a basic
communications rate of 100 million bits per second (mbps). Interarea links will be at
least 45 mbps. Links to major oil'-site WSRC/BSRI fadlities will be at least 1.5 mbps.

Existing LAN's will become tributaries to the FDDI LAN's as shown in Figure 4.
Upgrades of the existing LAN's will occur over time as the cost of the new technology
reduces and as the communications requirements of the individual workstations grow.
In the 5-10 year range new technology will emerge to supplant FDDI for the LAN
trunks. This technology will be fiber optic based and will support at least one gigabit data
transmission rates.

Because of the complexity of the current and future site networks an aggressive and ,. -
proactive network management program is required, Such a program will require
documentation of all network interfaces (down to individual workstations), proactive
network monitoring, and network audits. Network management tools will emphasize
standards, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) for TCP/IP network entities
and Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) as part of the transition to
GOSIP.

Many of the proprietary process control "data highways" are being converted to
standard LAN technology such as Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) or MAP (IEEE 802.4). Such
LAN's will remain dedicated to the process function and will not share facilities with
the common area LAN. However, it is desirable (where security permits) that controlled
gateways link the process LAN's and components to the general site network. Such
gateways must allow the flow of process data to reporting databases, but limit traffic
from the site LAN to the process LAN to protect the integrity of the process.

IN
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Strategy

C3 Workstations and host computers will connect directly to the site LAN,

Key Features

Migration of workstations from serial to direct local area network connections.

Convergence of central computer facility network with site local area network.

Standards in communications protocols to permit maximum interoperability between
diverse workstations and systems,

Phase out non-intelligent v,urkstations (terminals).

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
II. Applications and computer systems must be easier to use.
III. The development of applications must be efficient.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system,
V III. The site computing infrastructure must be robust enough to support the

current and future site mission requirements.

Challenges

Great number of workstations with only slow-speed terminal access to site networks.

Current dual nature of Central Computer Facility network and site LAN.

Upgrades of older building wiring required to permit direct LAN access.
¢
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Most workstations today are connected a low speeds (-9600 bits per second) to terminal
servers or to the CCF terminal control units. New applications will demand increasing
bandwidth to the workstation. This bandwidth will be supplied by linking each
workstation directly to the site IAN. Site host computers will also connect directly to the
LAN, and adherence to communications standards will insure that each workstation
will be able to communicate with any required host-based application or database.
Speeds between the L_ and the personal computers will be at least 1 mbps andwill
approach 10-50 mbps m specialized applications such as full motion graphical displays
of scientific or engineering calculations.

Each personal computer will be assigned a 'home" file server so that application and
communications software can be centralized in the server for access by the chent
workstations. This will require a degree of standardization in software and
configurations on individual personal computers, but will greatly simplify support
requirements for personal computer users. For example, when a standard personal _-
computer software package upgrades, the copy of the new version can be placed on the
file servers for each workstation to access rather than requiring each user obtain the
upgrade independently. This standardization is also required to insure that applications
based on communications between site computers and the personal computers function
reliably.

Each "home server" will be located geographically close to the user community it
supports. This will limit the amount of data that must cross network segment
boundaries and thus stress network truuk facilities. In cases where workgrouIJs are
geographically dispersed, the users will also have access to a common server(s_ for
sharing of information.

Figure 5 shows the personal computers on the LAN with access to host computer
services. Host services will include interactive terminal access to host-based
applications, file transfers for movement of information between systems, distributed
database applications, distributed computational applications, and comm_mications
services for both within and outside the site. PC-based file servers will be established
that can support both IBM and Apple personal computers and will provide data sharing
among these systems in addition to being the vehicle for keeping individual systems
standard.
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2.5 Strategy Statements for Applications

The term applications in the context of information systems technology refers to the
computer programs (software) which provide for the creation, processing, storage, and
retrieval of information (data), Applications may be written by site personnel, or they
may be purchased from outside vendors. Applications may be specific to the site, or they
may provide a generic business or engineering function. Applications may be small,
such as software which supports a single individual, or as large as a sitewide
information system. Applications require computer hardware to run on (the platform)
and a operating system for the hardware. Many applications rest on a base of support
software such as a general purpose _database management system, communications
software, and software which controls the inputs to and outputs from the computer.
These supporting technologies are discussed earlier in this document.

Under the site computing architecture, the distinction between Office Automation (OA)
and traditional information systems (IS) or data processing (DP) disappears. ..
Traditional OA systems, like future IS applications, promote the movement of
information across an enterprise in electronic format. Even today, relatively few
systems are dedicated to traditional OA tasks such as word processing. Instead, general
purpose systems are used for these tasks. Technology trends in information systems
described below such as client/server relationships apply equally well to OA functions.

Application strategy statements are:

A 1 The development and purchase ofso#warewill be based on site standards.

A2 Off-the.shelf software will be used to the maximum extent possible.

A3 CASE and other computer-based tools will be used to automate the building of
applications.

A4 Applications will become modular.

A5 Applications will conform to site standards for common graphical user
interfaces.

A6 The capabilities of the intelligent workstation will be a key component of the
architecture.

A 7 Users will be provided with tools to enhance their ability to generate their own
database reports and queries.

Thesearedescribedingreaterdetailbelow.



Strategy

A1 The development and purchase of software will be based on site standards.

Key Features

Standards included in site software acquisition and development procedures.

Site standards for languages and development tools.

Standards to promote cross system interoperability.

Development of an application migration/conversion policy.

t_

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
II. Applications and computer systems must be easier to use.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide system.

Challenges

Great number and diversity of development languages and tools in use at site.

Large number, diversity, and complex relationships of existing site applications.

Nonstandard applications and systems imposed on the site from outside.

Acceptance of site standards by application developers.
i
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The use of standards reduces the total number of variables in the equation for
integrating individual information systems components into an enterprise-wide
information system. The use of standards also limits the total number of computing
products in use in the application development process and thus concentrates resources
on the support of those products which are part of the site standards.

Standards are required in ali aspects of the application development (or purchase of
application software) process. Many of these have been discussed elsewhere in this
document, but it is helpful to list them again here. Standards are required for:

• Hardware platforms

• Operating system (and system calls available to developers)

* Languages (compilers, fourth generation languages, data access, application - --
front ends)

• Databasemanagement systems

• D_ta models/datarepository

• User interface

• Network interface(useraccess,callingofremoteprocedures,remotedata acA'ess)

• Graphicsdisplays

* Information formats

• System developmentmethodologies

The siteComputing Councilthroughitsworkingarm, theComputer Architect,_reand
StandardsTeam (CAST),willsetstandardsintheseareas.Becauseofthegreatrateof
technologicalchangeinthecomputingindustrytoday,thisgroupwillhave toconstantly
monitorthestate-of-the-artininformationsystemsand thecomputingrequirementsof
the site. The establishment of standards will always be a series of trade-offs; any attempt
to limit the numbe_ of products used on the site for overall simplicity and ease of
integration means that individual problems may be solved in less than optimum
(consideringany singleprobleminisolation)ways.The useofstandardsalsorequiresa
cultural adjustnmnt by site computing personnel, as each organization gives up
individual autonomy and freedom to choose particular solutions to their problems.
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Strategy

A2 Off-the-shelf software will be used to the maximum extent possible.

_yFeaaa_

Incorporate make versus buy decision into site standard Systems Development
Methodologies.

Take advantage of indust_-'y-standard applications / practices.

Deliver greater functionality for a given amount of effort.

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized. _ --
III. The development of applications must be effident.

Challenges

Many site processes and business procedures are viewed as unique.

Incorporation of purchased software often requires adjustments in some aspect of how
the site's business is run.

Purchased sot_ware often requires major customizations to be accepted at the site.

°.
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While CASE technology and imp_ved development tools can go a longway toward
expediting software delivery, the scope of new efforts indicate that the implementation of
applications must occur on a much more rapid time frame than even these improved
methodologies can support. Additionally, the cost-effectiveness of developing custom
solutions to business needs which are in the process of aligning themselves to
'standard' industry practices must be questioned. "Off-the-shelf' application software
packages will be used to the maximum extent practical, in deference to the building of
custom solutions. Information systems personnel would concentrate on requirements
analysis, product selection, and integration of the application into the SRS environment.
Implemented correctly, this will result in decreased development times, reduced
application backlogs, and decreased long-term support efforts.

For such a program to be successful, however, packages must be evaluated critically to
ensure compliance with architectural specifications and compatibility with guidelined
products. More importantly, there musk be management support to adapt business ._ --
practices to conform to process models supposed by available software packages.
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Sa-ategy

A3 CASE and other computer-based tools will be used to automate the b,,ilding of
applications.

Key Fea_

Automation of Soi_ware Development Methodologies.

Active links to site data repository.

Application development centered at the workstation.

Software configuration management.

Data-driven process control systems.

III. The development of applications must be effident.
V. Data must be stored in such a fashion as to facilitate sharing.

Challenges

Current tools embryonic and not fully integrated.

Training requirements for application analysts and software developers.

No single CASE tools supports ali development environments.

54
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Descry'on

The benefits of the computer age must be brought to those who develop computer
applications. Today, applications are often designed and coded the same way they were
before the advent of the personal computer a decade ago. The personal computer can be
a tremendous productivity aid for the application developer just as it has proved to be for
the engineer and for knowledge workers in general.

Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools are largely based on the power of
the PC and are used to proceduralize and automate the planning, analysis, and design
of computer applications based on structured development techniques. These tools
automate the production of data-flow, decomposition, and entity relationship diagrams
and verify consistency across diagram types. Future CASE tools (so called Integrated
CASE, or I,CASE) take this automation a step farther by interfacing the tool with the
enterprise data model as implemented in the site data repository and generating the
code from high-level design specifications. I-CASE will also facilitate the reduction of
applications to a set of modules (or objects) and the cataloguing of these modules within _
the site repository for maintenance control and use as building blocks for future
applications. One feature of CASE that makes it such a useful productivity aid for
system designers and programmers is that CASE concepts and tools encourage
prototyping-for rapid application development and feedback from the customer on
application fidelity.

CASE will also require a large commitment to change by the application developer. The
benefits of automation, like factory automation, can only occur if management is
committed to it and the workers are effectively trained in its use. Since the software
development "factory" will not be shutting down for a conversion, the evolution will be
that much more difficult. Today, the current tools are embryonic and will only evolve to
full I-CASE potential by the later half of the decade, but the concept is well established
and early products are available. Site application designers and code developers must
begin indoctrination in the use of CASE today in order to be ready to apply the more
robust tools of the future.

Application development is usually a team process. Personal computing and LAN
technologies can provide the "groupware" utilities to help a group build an application.
These include shared document composition, on line documentation, electronic
messaging, code management systems, and a code test environment that is isolated
from the production system but duplicates its behavior.

Emphasis will be placed on acquiring control systems that minimize the requirements
to create large quantities of application software to meet functional requirements. Such
systems will use configuration databases and parameters to customize the control
process.

_gv
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Strategy

A4 Applications will become modular.

Key Feattwes

Applications as collections of functions that can be accessed independently.

Functions, or modules, defined to a site repository to facilitate reuse.

Development of linkage of major application systems via cross-system procedures that
can work across the site network (Remote Procedure Calls or RPC).

Object-oriented programming.

Supported .

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
I II. The development of applications must be efficient.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide system.
V. Data must be stored in such as fashion as to facilitate sharing.
VI I. Site data must have a high degree of integrity.

Challenges

Migration of existing monolithic applications to modular form.

FPC technology is still emerging with no single clear standard implementation.

Immaturity of object-oriented systems and databases.

J
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Applications serve the knowledge worker. Today's knowledge worker requires
information from a wide range of sources (applications). Basically, the function of the
knowledge worker is to gather information from a variety of sources, analyze the data,
draw conclusions, make recommendations, and distribute the results. This type of
worker requires applications that serve this integration function. Large, single purpose
applications present additional barriers to the integration process, as the knowledge
worker must learn how to enter, navigate, and exit several separate environments.
What is required, are applications that can be thought of as many separate functions,
each function independent and usable on its own. Knowledge workers will pick and
choose those functions necessary to accomplish the job at hand.

Decomposition of application design into separate functions is what application
modularity is ali about. Given that individual modules are catalogued in an enterprise
repository, modularity encourages reusable code. That is, if a module exists to perform a
function, and its existence and use are well documented, then future application _ -
developers that require the same functionality will be able to reuse the existing module.

Modular code encourages cross-system integration. If the flow of information that a
user of an application requires would lead to a function performed by another
application, rather than the user having to exit the first application and enter the
second, modular code and implemented standards for remote procedure calls woul_
allow the first application to call and present the results of the second application's
function. Suppose, for example, a Works Management user identifies a certain piece of
equipment and then needs purchasing data about the equipment. The Works
Management application could be written to call the Purchasing function that reports
the information about the equipment.

Modularity is also a key component of Object Oriented Programming Systems (OOPS).
OOPS represents a programming paradigm shift and is a fundamental break with the
application development practices of the past. Under OOPS each data structure is bound
together with its associated procedures (or processes that effect the data structure) in a
entity called an object, which represents something in the real or conceptual world.
Under OOPS applications reduce to a series of predefined procedures operating on data.
Since the procedures themselves are embedded in the objects, each application treats the
objects and their associate procedures as '"olackboxes". Applications activate
procedures associated with objects by sending "messages" to the objects. Different
applications will use the same objects so that the objects themselves represent reusable
code.

Modular and object-oriented code also lends itself well to automating rules about data
objects through the use of expert systems technology. Rules that govern the
relationships of data entities can be made part of the objects themselves. WheT, an event
is triggered by a message to an object to complete some process associated with the
object, the object can trigger other events based on the rules associated with it. These
subsequent events can take the form of messages to other objects.
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Strategy

A5 Applications will conform to site standards for common graphical user
interfaces.

Key Feamre_

Definition of site standards for Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)

Establishment of GUI-based operating systems for site personal computers.

Inter-application consistency and ease of use.

Migration of some existing applications to GUI-based.

Workstation-supplied GUI for client-server applications ....

Multi-media (graphics and images) support under GUI.

Site guideline for process operator displays, alerts, alarms, and interactions.

Suppcrted
I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
II. Applications and computer systems must be easier to use.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide information system.

Chanenges

Immaturity of GUI development tools, especially those allowing cross-system portability
of applications.

,,

Lack of trained GUI programmers.

Cost of adding GUI to IBM PC family.

Large inventory of character-based (non-GUI) applications.

58
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Descrilm'on

The graphical user interface (GUI) popularized by the Apple Macintosh is now accepted
by ali major platform vendors as the preferred way for users to interact with computer
applications. IBM and Microsoft have specified Presentation Manager (OS/2) and
Windows 3 (MS-DOS) as implementations of a "common user access" while the OSF and
X/Open consortiums have specified the Motif "look and feel" for Xwindows workstations.
Ali of these interfaces are basically the same. They are based on graphical displays and
"mouse" input pointers, with heavy emphasis on pictures and symbols (icons) to suggest
actions by the users. Interaction with an application is object oriented; the user selects
an object first then selects an action relative to the object. Common actions such as
"determine available options", "select an option", "select from a list of items", and "open
or close flies" are handled the same way from application to application. Because the
user interface is defined and consistent from application to application, new
applications are much easier to learn than before. Users feel that use of new
applications is intuitive simply because the user interface is familiar. An industry study
found that '°... experienced GU! users accomplished 58 percent more correct work in the . -
same time { than users with the traditional character based interface]" (Reference 3).

Applications from different host computer environments appear the same to the user,
as each conforms to the same GUI. A u_e,_"sworkstation will provide concurrent
"windows" into multiple applications. T_le applications may be local to the workstation
(such as word processing) or they may access data from one or more host computers.
The figure below represents this. It is important to note that the common user interface
shared by these applications means that the user need not be aware of the systems and
network topology providing the application access. Applications driven by remote host _
computers will seem to the user as if they are local to the workstation.
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Word Processing
Purchasing

Electronic (Localto
'(IBM host) Messaging workstation)

(DEC host)

Workstation Access to Multiple Hosts Via Windows

PDEC willdevelopsiteguidelinesforprocessoperatordisplays,alerts,alarms,and
interactionsthatwillinsurethatoperatorshaveclearand unambiguouspictureofthe
processbeingmonitored,operationattentionis_ocusedon thoseareasthatrequire
attention,and operatorinteractionwiththeprocessisas straightforwardand easytodo
aspossible.
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strategy

A6 The capabilities of the intelligent workstation will be a key component of the
architecture,

Key Features

Increasing computational power of the workstation to be utilized.

Linkage of workstations directly (high speed) to site network,

The workstation (personal computer) provides client in client-server computing.

Client-server computing to include GUI, remote database access, and partitioning of
application via RPC technology.

Workstation-based Office Information Systems (OIS).

I. SPS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
II. Applications and computer systems must be easier to use.
IV. Site applications must integrate into a site-wide system.

Challenges

Upgrade costs for obsolete workstations,

Complexity of applications spread across multiple platforms.

Immature state of distributed applications tools (RPC and RDA).

Providing a network that can support large increases in data communications
requirements.
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With the intelligent workstation (personal computers and high performance
engineering workstations) supplying the interface between the user and the application,
the center of gravity for computer applications shifts from the host computer to the
workstation. This represents a major change in the paradigm for the delivery of
computer applications. The computational power available on these workstations is
growing at a pace far faster than the growth in traditional host computer capabilities.
Moreover, each workstation's power is dedicated to a single user. Applications can be
written that require a highly responsive system (such as GUI's), since the designers
need not worry that computational power may not be available due to resource sharing.

intelligent workstations are required to supply a GUI. Where a host computer is to
supply the logic of an application, the application is split into a "front-end" and a °back-
end". The front-end is provided by the workstation and, at a minimum, supplies the
GUI. The front-end may also contain some or ali of the logic of the application. The back-
end can provide data access, application logic, and computations. This split of an ..
application is commonly referred to as the client-server architecture. The back-end
computers are thought of as "servers" supplying computations or data on demand of the
front-end client. The figure below shows some of the different ways applications might
be split.

Client-Server Architectures

Data base Database Database

User Interface ___(c Interface ___c Interface
,,
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Strategy

A7 Users will be provided with tools to enhance their ability to generate their own
database reports and queries.

Key Fea_

Ad hoc query tools using graphical user interfaces.

Reduction in routine printed reports.

Freeing software developers from developing customized reports.

Ability to integrate database queries into workstation analysis tools.

Supported

I. SRS computing resources must be more effectively utilized.
II. Applications and computer systems must be easier to use.
III. The development of applications must be efficient, •
V I. End users must be able to know what data is available and have ready access to

it.

Challenges

Data security and integrity concerns.

Forecasting host computer resource use.

Training of end users.
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The personal computer revolution centered upon putting in the hands of end users (or
knowledge workers) computational and data processing tools that allowed them to work
directly with their own data. These tools, in general, are more flexible and easy to use
than the corresponding programs available on time-shared computers. Moreover, the
user was in total control of his or her environment.

However, the down side of using personal computers in a corporate environment is that
much of the data that users require to do their jobs reside in corporate "mainframes".
What is now required is a joining together of the power and ease of use of the personal
computer with corporate data. This will be accomplished by building a communications
network that not only physically ties the two together but also supports (with appropriate
security features) the extracting of corporate data from mainframe databases and
transforming this data to a format that can be used by commorr personal computer tools.

With appropriate data extraction and analysis tools available to the end user the ._ -
requirement for mainframe programmers to develop custom reports diminishes. Ad
hoc data inquiries by end users also provide more timely snapshots of corporate data and
provide the capabilities for more effective analyses of data. If coupled with workstation-
based officeinformation systems, the whole process of data inquiry, analysis, and
dissemination of the analysis can be end user-generated with the time required to
complete the entire process greatly reduced.

Achievement of this environment rests on the selection of appropriate "open" standards
for database management systems, network protocols, and works¢_tion tools. Users
must also have access to a data repository to direct them to available data.
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Stamtm_k

SI A site-widestandardsinfrastructurewillbe established.

$2 Where applicable,sitestandardswillconformtointernationaland national
standardsaswellasgovernmentregulationsand DOE orders.

Dam

. D1 Data willbe managed asa siteresource.

D2 A relational database product will be implemented on the mainframe tier and _
the workgroup tier. Connectivity will be established between the products.

D3 A site-widedatarepositorywillbe implementedforthestorageofinformation
describingsitedataand databases.

D4 Referential integrity will be imposed by the RDBMS wherever possible, instead
ofby individualapplications.

D6 A site-wide data administration organization will be established.

Platforms

P1 System acquisitionswillbebasedon sitestandardsand guidelines._

P2 Systemsand workstationswillbe closelyintegratedintothesitecomputer
networkwithsupportingservices.

P3 Robust mission-essential computing and process control facilities will be
maintained.

P4 Therewillbe a hierarchyofshareddatastoragecapabilitiesprovidedforthe
site.

CommuteR__

C1 Data communicationsservicesand productswillbe basedon standards°

C2 The sitenetworkwillbe composedofrobustLAN trunksand inter-area
(facility)links.

C3 Workstationsand hostcomputerswillconnectdirectlytothesiteLAN.
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Applicaticms

AI The development and purchase of software will be based on site standards.

A2 Off-the-shelf software will be used to the maximum extent possible.

A3 CASE and other computer-based tools will be used to automate the building of
applications.

A4 Applications will become modular.

A5 Applications will conform to site standards for common graphical user
interfaces.

A6 The capabilities of the intelligent workstation will be a key component of the
architecture. _ ---

A7 Users will be provided with tools to enhance their ability to generate their own
database reports and queries.
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_ vx Strategies

The following table shows the relationship of the strategies developed in Section 2 to the
goals defined in Section 1.

I II m IV v vi vii vm
Sl _/ _/

DI _/ _/ _/

IZ ,/ _/ ,/ #
I)4 _/

P1 _/ _/ _/

I_ ,/ ,/

J

C1 _ _
CS _/ _/ _/

A1 _/ _/ _/
A2 ,/ ,/ "

i n

AS ,/

, .......

A5 ,/ _/ #
ii

A8 "_ ,/ #

, ,,,
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Acronyms

ADP Automated Data Processing
API Applications Program Interface
BSRI BechtelSav_mah RiverIncorporated
CASE Computer AidedSoftwareEngineering
CAST Computing Architectureand StandardsTeam
CCF CentralComputer Facility
CUA Common User Access(IBM graphicaluserinterfacestandard)
DB2 IBM's primaryrelationaldatabasemanagement system
DBMS DatabaseManagement System
DCE DistributedComputingEnvironment(OSF)
DEC Digital Equipment Corporation
DOE DepartmentofEnergy
ESCC Enghleeringand ScientificComputing Committee _ --
Ethernet localareanetworktechnology(DEC/XEROX/INTEL)
FDDI FiberDistributedData Interface
GIU GraphicalUserInterface(window-styleinterfacetocomputer)
GOSIP "Government Open SystemsInterfaceProfile
IBM InternationalBusinessMachines
IEEE InstituteofElectricaland ElectronicsEngineers
IEF.E802.3 LAN standardforEthernet
IEEE 802.4 LAN standardforMAP
IEEE 802.5 LAN standardforToken Ring
IlO Input/Output
IRM InformationResourceManagement
ISO InternationalStandardsOrganization
LAN LocalArea Network ,,
MAP ManufacturingAutomationProtocol
mbps Mega bitspersecond(onemillionbitspersecondtransmissionrate)
MOTIF GraphicalUser Interfacedefinedby OSF forX-windows
MS-DOS DiskOperatingSystemforIBM-PC (Microsoft)
MVS MultipleVirtualStorage(IBM mainframeoperatingsystem)
ODIF OfficeDocument InterchangeFormat
OODB ObjectOrientedDataBase
OOPS ObjectOriented Programming System
OS/2 Operating System 2 for IBM PS/2
OSI Open Systems Interconnection (International Standards Organization)
OSF Open Systems Foundation
PC PersonalComputer (e.g.Mac, IBM)
PC/AT IBM's1985PC offering
PC/XT IBM's1982PC offering
PDEC ProcessDigitalEquipmentCommi_
PS/2 IBM Personal Systems/2 personal computer
POSIX PortableOperatingSystemInterface(IEEE)
RDA Remote Data Access
RDBMS RelationalDataBaseManagement System
RPC Remote ProcedureCall
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SNA Systems Network Architecture (IBM)
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
SQL Structured Query Language
SRS Savannah River Site
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol
UCNI Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information
UNIX Portable operating system (TM of AT&T)
VAX Primary DEC computer family
VMS Virtual Memory System (VAX operating system)
VT100 A DEC dumb terminal
WSRC Westinghouse Savannah River Company
X/Open Consortium promoting interoperability
X-window Standard for device-independent text and image network terminals
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Information Worker Scenario

[The following is a scenario of the working life of an SRS information worker using the
capabilities which are promised in this Architecture document.]

Hank turns on his workstation and dicks on the icon which logs him onto the network
(the only logon he needs to make for the day). A message displays in a "pop-up" window
indicating that a new version of his word processor is now available and has been loaded
on the file server Hank is using. He is also informed that there are several new bulletin
board items which he has not read. The rifles, "C-area road closure", "TNX deer hunt",
"Safety Alert", and "Car pool parking", are displayed automatically. Hank "clicks on",
or selects, the one labeled "Car pool parking" and reads it. He also clicks on the title for
"Safety Alert" and reads it, since it's flagged that the item is mandatory reading. (The ....
systems will enforce the requirement if Hank tries to ignore it.) He then dicks on the '"
delete button for the other items. Hell be on vacation starting tomorrow, so the road
closure and deer hunt won't affect him

When he logged on, Hank was also informed that he has new electronic mail, there are
events scheduled for the day, and that his monthly report is due. Hank decides not to
read his mail right now, he wants to check his calendar first. Hank didn't like using
electronic calendars until the new version was installed that looks just like his old
daytimer. Checking, he notes that the group staff meeting for today has been cancelled,
but that his meeting with Mark is still on. Clicking on the meeting time, he's given a
full description of the meeting, including attendees and location. Hank notes that Mark
has invited two additional people since the last time he checked. Hank clicks on the
room name to display an area map with the building highlighted, he then checks a
more detailed building map to see where the room is. He thinks that this is a handy
feature of the system, since he's never been to TNX before.

Hank next checks his mail by clicking on the mailbox icon on his desktop. He has 3 new
messages. Clicking on the first, he sees that it's a note from Joe about the new pump
they ordered. Clicking on the second, he finds a note from Sally, someone at Los Alamos
that he's working with on process control design changes. Hank decides to forward a
copy to the local vendor representative for the control system that Sally is discussing
(since he wasn't copied on the message) after adding a few explanatory words.

Hank wonders if there are any controllers of the type being used in the control system in
stores or used elsewhere at the site, so he decides to check. He clicks on the data access
tool on his desktop and is presented a list of major subject areas. Hank clicks on
"Equipment" and sees a list of attributes; he clicks on manufacturer, and asks for a list
of values. Seeing the name of the vendor in question, he clicks on the name to select the
vendor. He next clicks on the part number field and again asks for a list of values,
which results in several parts, including the one he's looking for. "Great!", he thinks,
"now ali I have to do is see where they are..." Hank asks for additional detail by clicking
on the location and status attributes, and sees that there are two controllers in use in
221-F. Wondering if any are in stores, he asks to see a diagram of relationships
associated with equipment. He sees that spare parts are related to equipment so he
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requests a search of spares for the given controller part number. The system shows that
there are two in stock.

Hank leaves the data access window on his screen, but clicks on the application
tool on his desktop. He scrolls through the available applications until he finds
"Spare Part Order" and dicks on that entry. A new window appears with a stores
order form. Hank fills in the necessary part caption information (copying it from
the data access window) and clicks "OK". The spare controller he just ordered
should be shipped by stores today.

Hank is also needs to check on the design schematic of the process control system
where the controller is to be used. He brings up a window on his workstation for
viewing drawings in the site Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawing repository.
Since he wants to sketch in some alternative configurations, Hank flies a copy of
the drawing on his workstation's file system. Hank plans to use his personal
computer CAD software package later in the day to sketch in proposed changes to
the system. _ ....

Ordering the controller reminded Hank that he wants to check on the status of
several purchase orders that are in progress, so he selects the 'Purchase
Requisition Inquiry" application. A window displays a list of his outstanding
requisitions (since the system already knew who he was). Hank clicks on one of
his requisitions, and a detail status displays in another pop-up window on his
screen. He pulls down the application main menu and closes ali the open
windows to tidy up his screen. It's time to finish reading his mail.

Hank's third message was from Mark, emphasizing items that need to be
included in this month's monthly report. Hank decides it's time to get it over with,
so he starts the word processing application and begins writing his section of the
report. He decides that he wants to include some comments on the excellent QIP
results that his group has this month, so he clicks on the EIS tool i_ his
application folder. A window automatically appears from which he _elects QIP.
A menu displays which makes available the QIP results for Hank's division,
department, section, and group. He selects his group, scrolls through the
available display, and selects the graph he is interested in. When it displays, he

• uses electronic "cut and paste" operations to copy it into his word processing
document, after adding an annotation explaining the dramatic improvement.
Hank next opens his group's shared monthly report folder and brings in excerpts
from the group members' reports. He finishes his report, archives a copy by
dragging it to his archive folder (for storage in the the central network archives),
and puts the document onto the server in a folder where Mark can get to it.

"Time for a Diet Coke," Hank thinks, "it's already 9:00".
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Management Scenario

[The following is a scenario of the working life of an SRS senior manager using the
capabilities which are promised in this Architecture document.]

Jim comes into his office to find his workstation already logged on to the SRS Executive
Information _System (EIS) at the window that snmr_Arize the operating/safety events
since the previous day. These events have been extracted from the morning reports
Safeguards and Security, Operation, and Environmental.

Jim interrogates each of these areas to get a quick review of the operating status of the
site and issues a set of questions and requests to responsible senior management about
specific issues. Jim next calls up the bulletin board window listing ali major events
happening at SRS today and pulls up his calender to see if he should/can change his
calender to attend any of these events.

Jim has been thinking about thr GRH budget situation and site manpower and realizes
that there could be a shift in resources required. To see what the situation is, Jim calls
up windows giving the manpower and expenditures for ali projects above $5,000,000, the
manpower requirements and costs for each large operating facility, and does an 'NVhat
If' analysis on the question: '_rhat should we do to absorb a 10% budget cut". Realizing
that the computer does not contain enough in-depth model information, he generates a
series of questions and a list of candidate actions that should be analyzed. He sends
these questions and fists to his senior staff electronically, along with voice annotations to
each in preparation for tomorrow's staff meeting.

Jim has a few minutes before he needs to go on an audit of K-Reactor and pulls up a
window allowing him to find the office location of Sam, the person who will lead the
audit. He pulls up some of Sam's personnel background information, including a
picture, and leaves for the audit.

Upon returning, Jim accesses a window into the Commitment Management System
relative to SRS Environmental Commitments in preparation for a meeting with DHEC
and DOE tomorrow afternoon. After reviewing these commitments, Jim sends a list of
questions to Jack in Environmental Protection that must be answered by this af_rnoon,
and he sets an autodial conference call to Jack for 3:00 p.m.

Jim says it's now time for the Expanded Staff Meeting and departs for 773-A Conference
Room. (Thiscouldbe doneviaa video-basedconference,butthepersonaltouchwill
alwaysbe invogue).

Afterlunch,Jim accessestheresponsetohisquestionaboutan earlieroperational
incident.The replysaysthata videohasbeenpreparedshowingtheincidentscene.
Jim bringsthisvideoup on hisworkstationtogeta firsthand view beforethePolicy
ReviewCommittee meeting.At PolicyReview,allincidentsarereviewedviavideotape

7._
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through a window projected on a large screen, with each incident supported by data and
text.

Jim returns to his office at 3:00 p.m. to receive the Conference Call from Jack relative to
the Environmental Meeting tomorrow. Jack has the situation well in hand, and Jim
pulls up a window on the current status of the SCUREF project to review any issues
identified via his EIS system_ Noting that ali is weil, Jim pulls up a window giving a
sllrnmaI T of project status compared to plan, beginning with the largest projects. He
sees that a project in X Area is 20% behind schedule and requests an overview for next
week on the relevant issues and a plan to get back on schedule.

Jim next pulls up his agenda for the Weekly Meeting with DOE to review his thoughts
on how to present the issues to give consensus.

It's now 5:00, and Jim leaves to attend a function in Augusta.

_L
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[The following is a scenario of the working life of an SRS software applications developer
, using the capabilities which are promised in this Architecture document.]

I-Ieadquarters_ Department of Energy (DOE) has ordered the consolidation of several
production facilities and selected the Savannah River Site (SRS) as it's facility for the
production of Fuel W. Joe, a Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC)
information analyst assigned to Information Resources Management (IRM) is given the
responsibility for supporting the information systems requirement for Fuel W.

Joe hosts a Joint Application Development (JAD) session to define the information '"
requirements of Fuel W. In this series of meetings, the WSRC organizations responsible
for producing the fuel meet with information analysts from IRM to define the
information requirements in terms of process and data flows, business rules, and data
entity relationships. They are creating an Enterprise Model for the Fuel W process. Joe
records the information using a CASE tool on his portable computer. At the conclusion
of the the final JAD session, Joe is asked to produce a preliminary analysis document
and send copies to each JAD attendee as well as the site's Data Administration group
and IRM development managers.

Returning to his office, Joe transfers the enterprise model to his workstafion's CASE
library. Opening up a development window on his workstation, Joe clicks on the icon for
CASE causing a window to pop up and display icons for the models assigned to Joe°s
development team. Clicking on the Fuel W icon, Joe creates an analysis report and uses
electronic mail to route the report to interested parties.

After incorporating everyone comments, Joe's next task is to develop a prototype design
based on the rules, flows and objects identified during the analysis phase. The prototype
will run on his workstation in a windows environment that emulates the production
operating system and databases.

Each team member is assigned portions of the design. Tom is responsible for data,
David and Bill for prototyping individual functions. Tom, as the team's data analyst is
responsible working with the site's Data Administration (DA) group and their data
repository. Tom's initial task is to populate the application model with meta data
extracted from the site's data repository.

Tom accesses the repository, soeking the business rules along with the process and data
flows associated with the objects identified through the JAD session.

The _tory _ty system acknowledges that Tom has authorization to
_ccess and retrieve information but does not have auction to modify the
mpotory.
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Tom populates the model with the meta data contained in the repository. However, for
the obj_ts not defined to the repository, Tom must consult with DA requesting their
approval for the new objects. Bill, David, and Joe validate the populated model against
their understanding of the requirements. Joe detects several questionable data flows,

and potential modifications to exiting flows and processing rules. He asks Tom tocoordinate the modifications with DA and other IRM development teams affected by the
changes.

Processing roles containthe datavalidationcrimrla ibr _ stored in a
databsse and wh____are automaRcal_ invoked by DBMS wlmn _ are
modified. Rules processing eliminates the practice of hardcodlng validation
criteria into applications.

Additionally, Joe asks Tom to generate the Relational Data Model, the final step in the
analysisphase.Tom usehisRelationalModelCASE tooltogeneratetheFuelW
RelationalData Model.

tr.

Bill,Davidand Joe constructprototypescreens,reports,modulesand structurechartsusingworkstationbasedsoftware.Inherentwiththrscreenand reportgeneratorsare
therulesforsitestandardsincludinggraphicaluserinterfaces(GUI).

Joeloadsthecompletedprototypetoa "test"fileserverand sendsan electronicmessage
alertingIRM developmentteams,Data Administration,and selecteduserinthe
OperatingDepartmentthattheprototypedesignforFuelW isavailableforreviewand
comment.

The'_A_t_'fileserverisaccessibletoallparticipatingdevelopmentteamsand
reviewgroup_

For thenecessarysoftwarecreationphaseJoeelectsa combinationofcodingsolutions:
CASE-generatedcodeforthedatacollectionand maintenancefunctionsand Fourth
GenerationLanguage (4GL) reportwritingforqueryaccessand datareporting.Tom
coordinates with Data Administration to insure that the test repository is updated to
contain the modified processing rules, and Database Administration (DBA) generates
the relational databases. Joe together Computer & Telecommunications Management
(CTM) and Fuel W users determine the appropriate platform(s) for execution of the
application. They conclude that the data entry portion should be run on a workgroup
server while the remainder should to run on the CCF's IBM m_i_n_ame. Satisfied that
the design requirements supporting code generations are as complete as possible, Joe
givehisteam tlmgo-ahead.

Bill and David, at their workstations, access the CASE, Construction Generator. The
construction generator requests information as to operating platform and database.
When this information is supplied the Construction Generator creates SQL-compliant
code. However, both Bill and David know that the initial code is generic, and requires
tailoring to site specific requirements. They supplement the generated code with
precoded routines pulled from Supplemental Reusable Code library. Meanwhile, Tom
Codes the query and reporting functions using the site's standard query and report
writing tool.
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Coding completed, the development team unit tests the application using files contained
on their local file server. In addition to standard systems testing, Joe tests the
referential linkages with several distributed subject-oriented data bases located across
hardware and operating platforms. With this testing successful, Joe requests the
Operating Departments and IRM development groups test the Fuel W system.

i

When testing is completed, DA generates the files and incorporates the model into the •
site repository, CTM accepts and loads the code from Joe's workstation to the production
file server and alters customer profiles, adding the Fuels W icon to user interfaces
screens.

it,
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The planning period for this architecture has been established at eight years. There are
several emerging advanced computing technologies which may mature within that
time frame. If so, these will have an impact on the SPS computing architecture,
although there is too much uncertainty about how these technologies will evolve to
include them as integral parts of the architecture today. CAST will continue to monitor
the state of their implementations, and will, if necessary, modify future architecture
statements to incorporate new technologies which provide capabilities which are needed
to fulfill the site mission or which replace older technologies in more cost effective ways.
The Advanced Technology and Architecture (ATA) Section of IRM will also conduct
pilot studies on new technologies to investigate their possible impact on the site
computing architecture. _....

These technologies are described in the paragraphs below.

Neural Networks

A neural network is a new kind of computing system that is inspired by, but does not
actually mimic, a human brain. It shows great potential for pattern recognition, control
system, signal processing, and expert system applications. A neural network is
different from a traditional digital computer on three counts: first, it has no central
processing system but is instead constructed with neurodes, small processing elements
that are highly interconnected; second, it has no separate memory for data storage; and
third, the neur_4es respond to a particular pattern of input signals by generating an
output signal app_priate to the total simulation received.

In the future, neural networks may be used to solve site problems not easily tractable by
conventional computing. These problems include analysis of reactor data (for example,
pattern recognition, seismic data analysis, and image analysis of x-rays and sonograms
of reactor components), robotics, and information retrieval systems.

Multimedia

Multimedia is a catch-ali term to describe the use of computing to integrate information
delivery at the workstation. Information can take many forms, such as combinations of
text, computer database or file access, graphics files, images, full motion video, or voice
output. There are many custom multimedia systems available for purchase today. The
major question for incorporating multimedia capabilities in the architecture is
determining when the economies of the various supporting technologies are such that
mainstream information systems can incorporate multimedia capabilities. Early
implementations of mu!timedia will be seen at the site in computer-aided training
systems, executive information systems, and process monitoring systems.
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Integratingvoiceinputcapabilitiesattheworkstationhasbeenpromisedby theindustry
forseveralyears.As inthecaseofmultimediaapplications,use ofinformations
systemsthatintegratevoiceinputislargelya matterofeconomics.Therearesystems
availabletodaythatarespeaker-independentwitha vocabularyofseveralhundred
words.Thesewillproveusefulincertainapplicationslongbeforethestateofthe
technologymakes iteconomicaswellasbeneficialthattheaverageinformationworker
have accesstothiscapability.

Anothertechnologythatcouldemergeingeneralapplicationsistheuse ofa computer
stylustoallowhandwritteninputtothecomputer.Such inputcouldbe usedfor
verification of signatures, but the technology also promises optical character recognition
of handwriting to allow conversion of handwritten input to "machine-readable" text.

Artmdal ReaHty - ....

Artificial reality, also called environmental simulation, is a term used to express the
combination of advanced sensory input capabilities with highly precise computer
simulation models to De able to build simulations of such detail and quality as to be
indistinguishablefrom the__ ._:_ worldbeingsimulated.Thistechnologyisbeingtested
todayby themilitaryforadduced flightsimulators,and a 1980'sversionofthe
technologyexistsinthesite'sReactorSimulator.

Massively ParaIlel Computing

The concept of massively parallel computing is to reduce problems to many small
components and to solve these components in parallel with a processor complex
.-onsisting of many tightly coupled processors. In this manner, individual computers
need not continue to [st faster in order to solve complex problems faster. This technology
is in use today in specialized applications that model well into parallel components ( for
example, reactor simulations, environmental modeling, and graphics image
processing) and in database mAn_Agementsystems, which use many processors to share
the workload generated by concurrent database access requests. It is expected that
massively parallel computing will tend to obsolete and replace vector processing used in
today's supercomputers.

Damlmse

Database machines are dedicated to providing a database management system "server"
to clients throughout an enterprise network. These machines have s_alized
hardware that optimizes the computer for the task of relational queries. There is no
question that the site will be going to database "servers"; the major question is whether
it is more economical in the long run to use specialized hardware or to use general
purpose computers with specialized software (that is, database server code).

_ _=
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